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Descriptif
Duration: 1h10 Distance: 11.8 Difficulty level: Easy - 
All year long This beautiful circuit sends you to the 
Auray River on one of the remarkable sites of the 
municipality Departure - Place Le Mené, opposite 
the Town Hall. 1 Join the D28 at the traffic lights, 
and take the old road to the Spanish Fort, which 
starts behind the bus shelters. Take the road back 
to Fort Espanol, pass the campsites to reach the 
entrance to the Roman road, before the branch of 
the village of Kerourio. Take the Roman road for 
250 m, then direction Kergaldan. 2 Cross the VC201 
to join Kercado. Take the VC5 to get to the Spanish 
Fort through the village of Kercado. Go to the 
Spanish Fort which offers a beautiful view of the 
Gulf of Morbihan. Formerly Fort Sainte-Marie, this 
small port on the River Auray becomes "Fort 
Spanish" following the Spanish occupation

that will last 8 years, from 1590 to 1598. 3 Returning 
to the village, a visit is required at Loqueltas, 
upstream of the Spanish Fort. Turn right after the 
village of Kercado to join Loqueltas. On the road, 
do not miss about 200 m left, the Calvary 
Kerherneigan. 4 Go down to the Auray river, on the 
Loqueltas land where, a few years ago, several 
oyster farms were in operation. 5 Take the same 
road for the return by the wooden bridge of 
Kercado, Kergaldan (attention crossing of road) 
and to join the Roman road, to take on the right, 
direction Kerfacile then Kermarquer. 6 In 
Kermarquer, to return to the town center in safety, 
take the bike path along the RD28 to the Petit 
Cosquer roundabout (use the sidewalk of the 
roundabout) and climb to the village of Petit 
Cosquer. Recover the way towards the town center 
by the Tourbillon.
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